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=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= RESUME Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= 


CO_Adamson:
::In the TL with Varesh heading for the brig.::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Returning to Bridge from Launch Bay, having prepared the Class VI Communications Relay Probe as bait.::

CNS_Varesh:
::in the TL, trying to keep his mind clear, not an easy task with Chloe radiating next to him::

Randi:
::looking casually around sickbay to see if anyone is watching her::

CO_Adamson:
CNS:  I got a bone to pick with you V.  ::Tries her best glare.::

CEO_Woo:
::at the engineering station on the bridge, running scans for the warp core... and waiting for the CTO to arrive::

ACMO_Thoren:
::in sickbay, lecturing MO Prosh::

CNS_Varesh:
::puts on an innocent look:: CO: Yes?

XO_Williams:
::Arrives at the bridge, leaning heavily on a solid oak cane::

Dvari:
::in sickbay trying to get someone's attention:: ACMO: Excuse me doctor, could you untie me please?

EO_Jones:
::on the bridge wondering where she needs to be::

CO_Adamson:
::taping her foot.:: CNS:  Think you smart huh... having the nurse drug me when I have a ship to run.

Randi:
::while everyone's attention is focused elsewhere she does her disappearing act::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::sitting at station looking over flight data::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Enters Bridge.::  XO/ FCO: Probe is prepared for launch.

ACMO_Thoren:
MO: Alright now go take care of it. ::walks over to Dvari::

Sec_Guard:
::Follows Randi.::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::turns looking at Tio::

OPS_Hansen:
::looks over at the CTO as he walks onto the bridge::

CNS_Varesh:
::keeps the innocent look:: CO: And you would have run it better in the state you were in? You needed the rest and I took the initiative to make sure you got it.

ACMO_Thoren:
Dvari: I'm going to trust you not to try hurting yourself or anyone else, specifically the clone. ::unties Dvari::

Randi:
::hears the guard behind her, turns quickly, then drops to her knees, kicking the guards feet out from unders him, watching him crack his head on the floor, out cold::

CEO_Woo:
::speaks up as the CTO comes round:: CTO: Tio, I am to liase with you on retrieving the warp core... I'm running preliminary scans, but I...

XO_Williams:
ALL: Report

CO_Adamson:
CNS:  We are in a crisis situation dear, snoozing was not in order.  ::Feels the TL stop.::

Dvari:
ACMO: Well, get these restraints off me please.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::stands up turning flight control over to Petra::

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: Flight control in progress of repairs sir.

CNS_Varesh:
::exits the TL with Chloe:: CO: And you are no good with a bashed knee, heavy bruising and almost at the point of exhaustion.

Randi:
::crawls under a biobed, then finds the jeffries tube::

CO_Adamson:
::Exits and heads for the brig, entering it.  Nods to the tactical officer there and proceeds to the Clones cell.::

CEO_Woo:
EO: A-hem, ensign, please come and assist me... :;beckons for her to come closer::

ACMO_Thoren:
::notices Randy and the security guard are gone:: *CTO* Cadet McIntyre has left sickbay

XO_Williams:
XO: Remind me never to ask you to dance again Lt.

CNS_Varesh:
CO: We can discuss this later/

CO_Adamson:
CNS:  Agreed.  I can yell later.  ::Grins::

CNS_Varesh:
::smiles:: CO: You have had enough practise. Now focus on the task at hand.

Randi:
::crawling quickly, she leaves her com badge behind and meets Shane at a junction with the tricorder to deflect her life sigh::

CTO_Ayidee:
OPS: The Probe has been prepared for launch.  When it launches, I need you to give a full Comm Spectrum signal.  I want the Cardassians to have a choice, let our signal get through, or jam it with such force that SF picks up the jamming.  Make them go after the source.

EO_Jones:
::moves over to the CEO:: EO:  What do you need, Sir?

CO_Adamson:
::Faces the clone in the cell.::  Clone: Well...well....well...  The tables are turned and I see we have caught a rat.


ACTION: The clone is lying down on the bed.

MO_Prosh:
::looks over the crews DNA::

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: Sir that isn't the kind of dancing I prefer to do.

XO_Williams:
FCO: Have your pilots report to the shuttle bays

Randi:
Shane:  Now get out of here, I don't want you in trouble ::scrambles off before he can say anything::

CNS_Varesh:
::looks impassively at the clone, testing his mental state::

CTO_Ayidee:
*Sec Beta*: Cadet McIntyre has left Sickbay, where is she going?

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: Aye sir.

CEO_Woo:
EO: We are going to attempt to retrieve the warp core and reattach it... please go down to Main Engineering and stand-by.

Dvari:
::is getting frustrated because the ACMO is not answering her:: ACMO: Please, let me up.

CO_Adamson:
CNS:  He looks pathetic right now.  Clone:  UP AND AT EM!!!!

CNS_Varesh:
CO: You're wasting your breath... I get a sleeping pattern.

FCO_O`Guinn:
*O'Guinn*: Patricia get the pilots down the shuttle bay.

CTO_Ayidee:
CEO: Of course, let me know how you want it pulled in, and I'll pull it in as close as possible.


ACTION: The Clone does not move.

EO_Jones:
CEO:  Aye, Sir.  ::leaves the bridge and enters the TL:: Computer:  Engineering.

Patricia O'Guinn:
*FCO*: Aye sir.

ACMO_Thoren:
Dvari: There you go.

ACMO_Thoren:
::finishes unting Dvari::

Dvari:
ACMO: Thanks, now can I return to my quarters?

CNS_Varesh:
::whispers:: CO: We can always wake him up...

XO_Williams:
CTO: Status on our weapons systrems

CTO_Ayidee:
*Sec Beta*: Report!   *Sec Gamma*: Locate Cadet McIntyre, I've lost contact with Beta.  *Sec Delta*: Locate Sec Beta.

CO_Adamson:
::Taps her combadge.:: *aCMO*:  Dr Thoren, I need you to push a stimulate into the clones cell.  He doesn't seem to want to wake up.

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: Sir I'm heading down to the computer core now. If you don't mind I am going to take Ms. Hansen with?

EO_Jones:
::reaches ME and enters::

ACMO_Thoren:
::nods her head:: Dvari: Yes. *CO* I'm on my way.

CO_Adamson:
::waves the tac officer over.:: Security:  If we have to, I need you to come in with me and wake up the clone.

CEO_Woo:
CTO: We should tractor in the warp core so as to protect it, and are you able to beam it directly into position?

CTO_Ayidee:
XO: Not good.  Minimal Phasers and shields.  One Torpedo launcher has manual control only.

XO_Williams:
FCO: Be careful down there, you know how much I like surprises.

Dvari:
::smiles at the doctor and hops down off the bed::

Randi:
~~~~DVari:  I am free for the moment and wanted to know if you would like to join me in a little revenge?~~~~

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: Aye sir I be feelin the same way.

ACMO_Thoren:
::picks up a hypo and stimulant, watching Dvari out of the corner of her eye::

EO_Jones:
*CEO*:  Engineering standing by, Sir.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::starts moving to the TL: OPS: Ms. Hansen your with me.

Security:
::nods::

Dvari:
::hears Randi in her mind:: ~~~~Randi: By all means Randi, I have a score to settle.~~~~

CO_Adamson:
Sec:  Drop the shields...

Sec_Delata:
*aCMO*: Sec Beta is injured, we need Medical Assistance, outside Sickbay TL shaft.

OPS_Hansen:
::walks over to O'Guinn::

CNS_Varesh:
::takes his phaser from his belt::

Security:
CO:  A Ma'am...

Randi:
~~~~Dvari:  If you can make it to ::whispers in her mind:: without being caught, I have a plan.~~~~

FCO_O`Guinn:
::enters TL:: Computer: Core.

SO_Shiar:
:: sits at sci 1 looking over sensors::

Dvari:
~~~~Randi: Understood, on my way.~~~~

OPS_Hansen:
::stands quietly in the TL::

ACMO_Thoren:
Prosh: Ensign take care of the security guard.

CEO_Woo:
*EO* Please prepare for reattachment of the warp core... we're going to have to do it as quickly as possible, once we get back the core

CO_Adamson:
::Seesthe shields drop and steps through the door. With her foot she nudges the clone.::  Clone:  Wakey wakey now.


ACTION: The Clone still does not move.

EO_Jones:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.

CNS_Varesh:
::moves to a point where he can cover the clone with phaser fire::

ACMO_Thoren:
::leaves heading for the brig::

CNS_Varesh:
::frowns and tries to get a better reading on the clone's mental state::

CTO_Ayidee:
XO: I've got the probe ready, and a curtain of torpedos to catch the Cardassians when they move to investigate.  I'd like to explode one of them, make it appear we had further problems, forcing us to call for help.

CO_Adamson:
::ponders.:: CNS:  V, are you reading anything from him ?

EO_Jones:
::gets the teams into position and gets everything in readiness for the re-attachment of the core::

CO_Adamson:
::Pushes harder with her foot.::

Dvari:
::smiles at the med staff as she heads towards the door but making a short stop by the cabinet next to the operating biobed::

CNS_Varesh:
CO: Just doubole checking now. ::concentrates::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::exits TL walking to the computer core:: OPS: Ms. Hansen start bringing up all ships functions please.


ACTION: The Clone falls onto the floor.  It is obvious that it is dead.

CO_Adamson:
::Leans over and checks for a pulse::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::walks to the command module and inputs codes::

CNS_Varesh:
::sighs:: CO: Nothing... he's dead.

MO_Prosh:
::grabs  a med kit and heads to the security guard::

OPS_Hansen:
::nods and moves over to one of the consoles::

CO_Adamson:
::jumps out of the way. Bends over.::  CNS:  V, I think your right.

ACMO_Thoren:
::walks into the brig:: CO: I brough the stimulant as ordered.

CNS_Varesh:
::rolls his eyes:: CO: I know I'm right... but he was in just a sleeping state when we got here.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::looks over the command codes as they come up::

CO_Adamson:
aCMO:  Dr Thoren, change of orders.  How soon can you perform an autopsy ?

EO_Jones:
::sees all is in readiness:: *CEO*:  Sir, we're ready down here.   We can attach the core as soon as it is retrieved.  Standing by for your order, Sir.

Dvari:
::slips away and meets up with Randi:: Randi: Well, what's the plan?

Randi:
::pick ups on Varesh's mind::

OPS_Hansen:
::steps to the side slightly as the info comes up so O'Guinn can see it::

CNS_Varesh:
::thinks to himself that if the stimulant could wake the dead, it would be handy::

CO_Adamson:
::gritting teeth obviously angry.::  *CTO*:  Lt Ayidee to the brig now!  I've got a dead body here!

ACMO_Thoren:
::growls looking at the scene:: CO: right now if you want.

Randi:
Dvari:  I just read Varesh's mind, the clone is dead, but I don't believe it... want to check anyway?

Sec_Gamma:
*CTO*: No signs of the Cadet, yet.  Still searching, but her Comm badge was found on Deck 9, Aft.

CO_Adamson:
aCMO:  As soon as Lt Ayidee arrives, you two coordinate what is to be done.  I want to know what killed him and if necessary Who ?

FCO_O`Guinn:
::finishes looking over the command codes walks over to Hansen:: OPS: Everything Koshier?

CNS_Varesh:
::keeps quiet::

ACMO_Thoren:
CO: Of course.

Dvari:
Randi: I certainly do. I have a strange feeling about this. It's all too easy.

CNS_Varesh:
CO: We can cut him up to make sure he's dead...

CO_Adamson:
aCMO:  Can you give me a preliminary ?  ::Bashes fist into the wall.::

CTO_Ayidee:
CEO: Everything is set up for the trap.  When we are ready to spring it, just hit this red button.  XO: I'm heading to the Brig, we are ready with the plan whenever the ship is prepared.  ::Heads to the Brig.::

Randi:
Dvari:  Yes, and he has fooled us too often to suit me... ::points:: this way and stay within this field or they will pick up our lifesigns::

SO_Shiar:
:: searches for the warp core::

CO_Adamson:
CNS:  As much as I'd like too.

Dvari:
Randi: After you.

ACMO_Thoren:
::nods her head, walkign over to the body, runs her medical tridcorder over him while also using her eyes::

CEO_Woo:
*EO* Be aware that we will not retrieve the warp core until we exit the nebula... so remain focused ::he shrugs, not knowing what else to say::

Randi:
::goes down another jeffries tube and take the one going down to sickbay::

CEO_Woo:
CTO: The red button... riight... ::locates the aptly named red button::

CNS_Varesh:
::nods and winces slightly as he knows that knock to the wall most likely cracked a few carpal bones::

SO_Shiar:
XO: i've located the warp core sir

XO_Williams:
::Overhears the Captain:: *CO* Might I ask who is dead?

EO_Jones:
*CEO*:  Everyone's alert here, Sir.  We're ready.

CTO_Ayidee:
::Exits Turbo Lift.::  Brig Security: I've brought relief, you know the procedure, on lockdown until we determine what happened.  Go with these gentlemen, please.

Dvari:
::follows Randi, her hands tucked in her smock::

CO_Adamson:
::taps combadge again::* CTO*:  Lt Aiydee, do I need you to send you an engraved invitation ?

CO_Adamson:
*XO*:  The Clone Geoge.  ::sighs::

CTO_Ayidee:
CO: No ma'am, I'm here.

ACMO_Thoren:
CO: Poison.

OPS_Hansen:
::looks down at the information and then back up::  FCO:  Our sensor power is failing, but that's mostly because we're in this nebula.

FCO_O`Guinn:
OPS: If every thing is looking good lets head back to the bridge.

CO_Adamson:
CTO:  Ahhhh there you are.

CNS_Varesh:
::looks sharply at Mira:: aCMO: Poison?

FCO_O`Guinn:
OPS: There is nothing we can do there until we leave this mess.

CO_Adamson:
::looks at Thoren:: ACMO:  Can you determine what kind ?

CTO_Ayidee:
CO: What happened?  I've confined the Brig guards to Quarters until we determine what happened.

FCO_O`Guinn:
*CO*: O'Guinn to Capt. Adamson.

OPS_Hansen:
::looks back down at the console::  FCO:  Our shields are down as well.

XO_Williams:
*CO* We are ready to attempt the trap whenever your ready sir.

CO_Adamson:
*FCO*:  Adamson here ?

FCO_O`Guinn:
OPS: After the beating we took I'm surprised that we have a ship left.

CO_Adamson:
*XO*:  Go ahead on your orders.   I'm be back on the bridge soon.

Randi:
::stops so suddenly Dvari runs into the back of her::  Dvari:  The clone was killed with poison!  Someone beat us to him!

OPS_Hansen:
FCO:  That's true.

CO_Adamson:
CTO:  Looks like our guest has been poisoned.

SO_Shiar:
XO: sir, the warp core is out side the nebula near one of the aproaching Cardie vessels

CEO_Woo:
::eavesdrops on the XO and hears the word trap... trap... red button...::

ACMO_Thoren:
::turns around:: CNS: Yes. CO: Strycchinine

Dvari:
Randi: I don't believe it. I need to see for myself.

CTO_Ayidee:
CO: I'd suggest we have everyoe at their post, perhaps wait until the FCO finishes his check of the core?

CNS_Varesh:
::nods again:: CO: Quite potent.

CO_Adamson:
ACMO: Is it in his digestive system ?  Through the replicators ?

FCO_O`Guinn:
*CO*: Ma'am the command codes are in order. Shields and Sensors are in a bit of bad shape but that is to be expected after the beating the ship took and the soup we're in now.

Randi:
Dvari:  I do too, but there are guards everywhere... I don't like SF but I really don't want to spend the rest of life in jail with the rat dead...

XO_Williams:
CEO: Standy by, on my order

CNS_Varesh:
::frowns:: CO: Poison tooth? You know, hollow tooth that's cracked when in a no win situation?

FCO_O`Guinn:
OPS: Head back to the bridge Ms. Hansen.

CO_Adamson:
CNS:  Maybe...

Dvari:
Randi: So what now?

CNS_Varesh:
CO: Most probably.

CTO_Ayidee:
::Begins scanning the cell for any anomalous DNA,::

OPS_Hansen:
FCO:  Aye sir.  ::heads towards the TL::

XO_Williams:
*Pilots* Pilots man you shuttles launch when ready, take up position for towing.

ACMO_Thoren:
CO: I can't tell that now. I'd have to  do the autopsy for that.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::turns looking at the core::

Randi:
Dvari:  The last place they expect us to be, either your quarters or mine.

CEO_Woo:
XO: Standing by, sir...

CO_Adamson:
CMO/CTO: You two do your thing...  We need to get to the bridge.  I want a full report in an hour.

CTO_Ayidee:
CO: Aye ma'am.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::exits Core heads for TL::

CO_Adamson:
*XO*:  I'm on my way back to the bridge Cmdr.

ACMO_Thoren:
CO: Yes captain

Dvari:
Randi: Let's head for mine, I'm supposed to be there anyway.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::enters TL:: Computer: Bridge.

CNS_Varesh:
::gives Mira and Tio and encouraging, tooth covered smile and heads out the brig.:: CO: This is bad. I don't like it at all.

Randi:
Dvari:  Fine with me... the next on my list is on the bridge... I can get him later.

CTO_Ayidee:
::Exits cell, accesses Brig video recall.::

Dvari:
::walks to the nearest TL and steps inside waiting for Randi::

CO_Adamson:
CNS: V, did you want to join me or go with them.. ::Heads out of the brig.::  No I don't either.  This is going to make it more difficult to find Cmdr Richmond. V, find out where Randi and Dvari were during the past couple hours.  ::Enters the TL.::

OPS_Hansen:
::walks onto the bridge::

FCO_O`Guinn:
::exits TL:: XO: Command codes are good sir. Only problems are sensor and shields but that should be expected.

CNS_Varesh:
::enters the TL:: CO: You really think they have something to do with this?

Randi:
::steps in besides Dvari::

CO_Adamson:
::Shrugs::  We have to look at the possibility.

CTO_Ayidee:
Self:  Odd, what was that?

CO_Adamson:
Computer: Bridge.

Randi:
::turns and looks at Dvari with a startled look on her face::

XO_Williams:
FCO: Well we will have to rely on the Sensors on the shuttles to locate the warp core.

ACMO_Thoren:
*Trans.Chief* Transport myself and the prisoner to sickbay.

Dvari:
::smiles at Randi::Randi: I heard him too.

CNS_Varesh:
::frowns:: CO: Its one I don't want to consider. I'll access the logs from my seat on the bridge for the time being. I need to keep an eye on your crew too... that is my job description.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::takes over Flight Control::

Randi:
Dvari:  You are NOT going to believe this, but the Captain thinks we may have something to do with the clones death!

CTO_Ayidee:
Computer: Replay time index 128.25, compare to internal security and personel scans.

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: I hope we can find it and get everything back in order sir.

Dvari:
Randi: I can understand that.

Randi:
Dvari:  I just wish I did, I wouldn't be so angry now!

CO_Adamson:
::Leans against the wall of the TL.:: CNS:  V, we are going to make it.  We have to.  This is too good a crew to end up in a Federation Prison.

Randi:
Dvari: I want to know how we could have done it, you were tied down in sickbay, and I had that guard dog until a few minutes ago.

CNS_Varesh:
::gives her arm a squeeze:: CO: Yes, I know, and we will make it. Now pull yourself together and put on your captain face for the bridge.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::pulls up navigation reports reading over::

Dvari:
Randi: Listen, just say you were with me the whole time.

ACMO_Thoren:
::feels herselff transported into sickbay with the clone::

CO_Adamson:
::Feels the TL stop and enters the bridge.:: CNS:  V, here goes nothing.

XO_Williams:
FCO: Are the shuttles in position yet.

Dvari:
::smiles to herself::

Randi:
Dvari:  I will tell them the time we were together, but I wasn't with you the entire time Dvari... and you know that.

CO_Adamson:
::heads for her chair.::  XO:  George Report !

FCO_O`Guinn:
::looks at the Sensors:: XO: Aye sir.

ACMO_Thoren:
::Sees Prosh is back:: Prosh: Get me the lazer scapel, now!

CO_Adamson:
::takes her seat.::

CNS_Varesh:
::walks to his seat, sits down and starts his appointed task::

Dvari:
Randi: I know, but no one else does, and I think we can fool everyone.

XO_Williams:
CO: The shuttles are in position, we will have to rely on there sensors to locate the warpcore, the probe is ready.  The mine field is armed.

Randi:
Dvari:  Varesh will now, he can read me like a book at times... and don't you think it will get us into deeper trouble when they find out we have lied?

MO_Prosh:
::gets it and hands it over to  Mira::

CO_Adamson:
::sits back and crosses her legs.:: XO:  Ok, lets do it.

Dvari:
Randi: Don't worry I have a plan, so relax.

CNS_Varesh:
::keeps an eye on the view screen, and accesses the sensor logs from the time they beamed on board until the  dead clone was discovered.::

CTO_Ayidee:
*CMO*: I'm sending you a copy of the Brig security tape.  Check the bodies movement, something doesn't look right with it.

Randi:
Dvari:  I won't lie, but I won't volunteer anything either.

XO_Williams:
CEO: Lets spring that trap FCO: Shuttles best possible speed ahead.  ALL: Find something and  hang on this could get bumpy.


ACTION: The first mine explodes

Dvari:
::exits the TL and heads for her quarters:: Randi: Here we are, you go ahead inside. I have something to do first.

CEO_Woo:
XO: Aye, sir... ::presses "red button"::

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: Aye sir.

ACMO_Thoren:
::opens the clone's mouth after hearing the co and counselor's talk about  false teeth::

Randi:
Dvari:  Where are you going?  ::not happy with this::

SO_Shiar:
CO: sir, the Cardies have detected our mines

FCO_O`Guinn:
COM: Shuttles: Best possible speed engage.

ACMO_Thoren:
::shakes her head:: self: No.

Shuttle_Pilot:
COM: FCO: Aye sir.

Randi:
Dvari:  If you have nothing to hide, it is better that we stay together.

Dvari:
Randi: Never mind, the less you know the better. Now get in there!

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Acknowledged.   XO:  George we need to be quick about this.

XO_Williams:
::Feels the grip of the shuttles tractors::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Reenters room, sniffing the air, poking the bed about where the body moved.::

CNS_Varesh:
::filters through the sensor data to see where Randi and Dvari were, according to internal sensors::

Randi:
::raises her eyebrows at Dvari raising her voice::

Shuttle_Pilots:
::engages tractor and makes best possible speed::

Dvari:
Randi: Please dear, inside.

XO_Williams:
CEO: Can we reinforce the shuttle tractors with our own.

ACMO_Thoren:
::starts looking for other places, other ways::

Randi:
Dvari:  Please don't do this... I have a bad feeling it will not turn out well.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::feels the tractor take hold and the ship lurch::

SO_Shiar:
:: notices a large blip on the sensors::

CNS_Varesh:
::frowns a bit, retraces some information and mutters under his breath::


ACTION: The second mine explodes

CEO_Woo:
XO: We can try, sir... activating tractor beam...

CTO_Ayidee:
::Runs Tricorder through an Infra red scan of the cell.::

CO_Adamson:
::hands tighten against the arms of the chair.::

SO_Shiar:
CO: sir, i believe that the Cardies are approaching

OPS_Hansen:
::realizes something::  CO:  If the Cardassians have detected the mines, we've just left a trail.  They can easily find us.

CEO_Woo:
XO: Sorry, sir, our tractor beam isn't helping a bit in reinforcing them... ::notices from the display::

Dvari:
:;puts her arm around Randi and quickly injects her with some anestizine from the stolen hypo she took from sickbay:: Randi: You need some rest dear.

ACMO_Thoren:
::finds a small puncture wound:: self: hmm either  self inflicted or he was murdered.

CO_Adamson:
OPS:  I realize that.... but we have no choice....  hmmmm Can we ignite our Ion trail ?

Randi:
::slowly crumples to the floor,just inside Dvari's door::

XO_Williams:
CEO: COnserve our power flow then.

Randi:
~~~~V: ....~~~~

FCO_O`Guinn:
::feels the ship moving:: Self: Come on baby hold together. ::inputs information into console::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Checks fit of Ventilation and power access points.::

CNS_Varesh:
::sits upright:: CO: Something's wrong with Randi. ~~~~Randi: Sweetpea?!~~~~

CEO_Woo:
XO: Aye, sir ::adjusts the power flow, attempting to lower power output significantly::

OPS_Hansen:
::shakes her head::  CO:  If we did that, we'd blow up the entire nebula.

CO_Adamson:
::looks at V.::

Dvari:
::smiles her herself:: Computer close and lock Dvari Laris' quarters, voice command override only, Laris Omega One.

Security_Gamma:
:: Using internal sensors to locate the Randi and Dvari.::

CO_Adamson:
XO:  George, can we ignite our ion trial, would it buy us some time ?

CEO_Woo:
*EO* Please help me monitor the power flow, and try to keep lowering it

Computer:
Dvari: Acknowledged. Quarters now sealed.

EO_Jones:
*CEO*:  Acknowledged.  ::moves over to the relevant console::

CNS_Varesh:
::tries to reach Randi mentally:: CO: Permission to leave the bridge?

CTO_Ayidee:
Brig Security: Keep this cell sealed, and keep a direct eye on it.  I'm heading to Sickbay.

CO_Adamson:
::nods at V.::

Dvari:
::turns and runs down the corridor::

ACMO_Thoren:
::feels a lump on part of the uniform, pulls out a package:: selff: Empty.

CNS_Varesh:
::gets up and enters the TL:: Computer: Location of Randi McIntyre.

XO_Williams:
CO: It would...FCO: Prepare to ignite our ion trail as soon as we clear the nebula  OPS: All reserve power to our rear shields.

CTO_Ayidee:
::Enters Sickbay.::  CMO: The cell is secure.  Outside of the slight jump he made, I can find nothing.


ACTION: 3 more mines explode in succession

Dvari:
::heads down to the shuttlebay and stands just inside the door::

CO_Adamson:
FCO:  ETA till we are out of the nebula ?

XO_Williams:
CO: Doing this may just cost us any chance to get the warpcore back intact, the shockwave woud surely detonate it.

CNS_Varesh:
TL: Deck 8.

SO_Shiar:
CO: sir, the Cardies are closing fast

CO_Adamson:
::takes a deep breeth.::  XO:  Do you have any other suggestions ?

ACMO_Thoren:
CTO: It was suicide. ::hands Tio the empty package:: I found that on the inside leg of his uniform.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::monitors movement:: CO: Ma'am 7 minutes ma'am ::inputs information to ignite ion trail::

SO_Shiar:
CO: they wil intercept us in 4 minutes

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Keep a close eye on them...

Dvari:
::makes her way down the closest jefferies tube and continues to the cargo bay::

ACMO_Thoren:
CTO: And there's a puncture mark  just above his right ankle.

SO_Shiar:
CO: yessir

CO_Adamson:
XO:  Ignite the trial...  We are going to have to ride the explosiion out.

CNS_Varesh:
Computer: Locate Randi McIntyre.


ACTION: Phaser fire just misses the Huron

XO_Williams:
CO: we can take a page from the old navy of earth "Run silent run deep"  Drop our Z axis and recover our shuttles minimum power on all systems play dead.

SO_Shiar:
CO: we're under attack sir

CTO_Ayidee:
CMO: I can't believe that.  Security is in disarray, but isn't that poor.

SM_Nick:
ACTION: One of the shuttles is destroyed by phaser fire

CO_Adamson:
SO:  Return fire.

Dvari:
::reaches the airlock and looks around to  make sure that the area is clear::

CEO_Woo:
CO: We've lost a shuttle to them...

XO_Williams:
CO: Detonate the rest of our mines simultanious to our going silent should blind there sensors momentarily

CO_Adamson:
::looks at George.::

CNS_Varesh:
::tries to locate Randi mentally::


ACTION: Another shuttle is hit and badly damaged

CO_Adamson:
FCO:  Prepare for full stop.

SO_Shiar:
:: aims at a Cardies shiled generaters and fires all available phasers::

CTO_Ayidee:
CMO: I don't like this.

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Prepare for full stop aye.


ACTION: As the Cardassians approach for the kill, there is a slight change in the nebula on the viewscreen.

CO_Adamson:
OPS:  Reduce power all of it.

XO_Williams:
CEO: Ignite those mines

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Ma'am the shuttles?

Dvari:
::opens the airlock and steps inside her hand still in her smock pocket::


ACTION: Suddenly a Defiant class vessel appears in front of them on a direct intercept course for the Cardassians.

OPS_Hansen:
CO:  Reducing power.  ::taps on her console::

CEO_Woo:
XO: ... Aye, sir... Igniting mines... ::duly ignites::

ACMO_Thoren:
CTO: Neither do I. With the clone dead how are we going to find the real Commander Richmond.

EO_Jones:
::makes a slight adjustment to the power flow ... reducing it minimally::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Walks to wall Computer display, reviewing Security logs.::  CMO: We will find him, I am certain.  It will just take longer now.

OPS-O`Guinn:
::orders the ship after the Cardies all weapons firing:: COM: Huron: This is the USS Repulse come in please.


ACTION: As the Repulse approaches the Cardassian vessel, the mines start to explode

CNS_Varesh:
::gets concerned:: *Dvari*: Dvari, are you busy?

FCO_O`Guinn:
::taps commands for full stop:: CO: Ma'am ready for full stop.

ACMO_Thoren:
CTO: maybe check any communications he's made. MIght lead to his maker and the real xo.

CO_Adamson:
::hears the hail.:: OPS:  Open hailing frequency.

Dvari:
Self: How could he do this to me? Was I that easy to convince? I just don't why I was used this way. ::looks deadly serious and watched the firefight through the window;:

CO_Adamson:
FCO:  Full stop.

OPS_Hansen:
::taps a few buttons::  CO:  Hailing frequencies open.

OPS-O`Guinn:
COM: Huron: This is the USS Repulse...come in please.

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Full stop aye.

FCO_O`Guinn:
::disengages all engines::

CO_Adamson:
COM: Repulse:  This is Capt Adamson.... Shannon ?

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Full stop ma'am.

XO_Williams:
FCO: Looks like your true dancing partner is back.

ACMO_Thoren:
::watches the security logs::

OPS-O`Guinn:
COM: CO: Aye ma'am. Is everyone okay over there?

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: Aye and a sight for sore eyes sir.

CNS_Varesh:
Computer: Locate Dvari Richmo... Laris.

Dvari:
~~~CNS: Varesh: Randi, in her pocket....I'm sorry.~~~~

CTO_Ayidee:
CMO: That will be a good start.  But won't help until we are out of this.

CO_Adamson:
::smiles:: COM:Repulse:  You're a sight for sore eyes Lt.  We are in a need of a bit of help, can you provide?

CNS_Varesh:
~~~~Dvari: What you mean? Dvari, what are you doing?~~~~

CTO_Ayidee:
CMO:  They performed the search, the vial must have slipped through.


ACTION: The Repulse destroys both Cardassian vessels after a short fight.  Without their shields, the Cardassians are easy targets

OPS-O`Guinn:
COM: CO: That's what we are here for ma'am. Just let us finish up this little business here.

ACMO_Thoren:
CTO: It was fairly small.

CO_Adamson:
FCO:  Lt, proceed towards our warp core.

Dvari:
::pulls out the "other" hypo and stares at it::

Computer:
CNS: Dvari Richmond is in an airlock on Deck 7

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Aye ma'am. ::smiles engaging engines::

CEO_Woo:
::prepares tractor beam::

CTO_Ayidee:
*CO*: Ma'am, it appears the clone smuggled in a small vial of poison, allowing him to commit suicide.  My crews, in the rush to repair the ship, must have missed it.

CNS_Varesh:
::runs to the TL:: TL: Deck 7. *CO*: Chloe, Dvari is up to soemthing. She is in the airlock on deck 7!

XO_Williams:
FCO: Recover that damaged shuttle on your way, have the remaining shuttle assume point, we may still need her sensors.

OPS-O`Guinn:
::orders the Repulse towards the Huron to give what aid they need::

Dvari:
::injects herself and presses the button to depressurize the airlock::

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: Aye sir.

CO_Adamson:
*CNS*:  Use transporters if you feel she is in danger to herself.

CNS_Varesh:
::can't wait:: Computer: Lock onto Dvari Richmond's signal and beam her to sickbay!

XO_Williams:
Computer: Restrict all airlock controls to command staff authorization


ACTION: Dvari is beamed to sickbay before she is blown out

FCO_O`Guinn:
COM: Phoenix: Prepare to tractor in.

Phoenix:
COM: FCO: Aye sir.

FCO_O`Guinn:
*Shuttle Bay*: Prepare for emergency landing.

CNS_Varesh:
TL: Deck 9. ::waits impatiently for the TL to stop::

SHuttlebay:
*FCO*: Emergency Landing aye.

OPS-O`Guinn:
COM: CO: What aid can we give you ma'am?

CTO_Ayidee:
::Turns as Dvari materializes.::  Dvari:  What happened?  What is that vial?

ACMO_Thoren:
::runs the med tricorder over Dvari::

CTO_Ayidee:
::Rushes over and grabs the vial, handing it to a Med tech.::

CNS_Varesh:
::exits the TL at a dead run, and belts down the corridor to Sickbay:: *CMO*: Detain Dvari and don't let her near anything.

Shuttlebay:
*FCO*: Sir the shuttle is aboard we have wounded.

OPS-O`Guinn:
COM: CO: Ma'am what is the damage?

CO_Adamson:
COM:Repulse:  Everything and Anything.  We are pretty shot up here Shannon.  We are trying to get our warp core back now.  We could use some help in engineering and other departments.

OPS-O`Guinn:
COM: CO: Suggestion ma'am.

ACMO_Thoren:
Prosh: Get over her now ensign

CO_Adamson:
COM:Repulse:  Yes ?

FCO_O`Guinn:
*Shuttle Bay*: Acknowledge.

Med Tech:
CMO: This contains poison!

SO_Shiar:
CO: couldn't the Repulse bring the core to us?

OPS-O`Guinn:
COM: CO: Transfer the Huron crew to the Repulse and let this crew take the Huron back in. I have informaton on Commander Richmond.

CO_Adamson:
::Smiles:: SO:  A very good idea.

CNS_Varesh:
::enters sickbay, and comes to a dead stop:: Dvari: What did you mean about Randi, in her pocket?

Med Tech:
Computer: What is antidote for this poison?

SO_Shiar:
CO: thank you sir

CO_Adamson:
COM:Repulse:  Acknowledged.  What information do you have on Cmdr Richmond ?

CO_Adamson:
COM:Repulse:  We like to take our own ship in, could you please retrieve our Warp Core ?

FCO_O`Guinn:
XO: Sir shuttle recovered. Remaining has point.

ACMO_Thoren:
Prosh: Get me the anestzine hurry

CTO_Ayidee:
Dvari:  What did you do?  How can you let him win like that?

XO_Williams:
*ALL* Senior staff prepare to transfer to the repulse, beta crew report to stations.

OPS-O`Guinn:
COM: CO: Negative ma'am. Please can you come over here.

CO_Adamson:
::reb::  COM:Repulse:  I'll be right there.

CEO_Woo:
Self: Transfer to the Repulse...?

CNS_Varesh:
*CO*: Chloe, Randi is missing, and the computer can't find her. I can't get anything out of Dvari either.

ACMO_Thoren:
::takes the vial from Prosh and injects it into Dvari:: self: Work.

OPS-O`Guinn:
COM: CO: Thank you ma'am. Shannon out.

CO_Adamson:
*CNS*:  She can't have gotten far. Check the living quarters.  I'll be on the Repulse.

CTO_Ayidee:
Dvari: You promised me, we would beat this together.  How could you?

OPS-O`Guinn:
::paces waiting for the CO::

CO_Adamson:
XO:  George you have the ship.  FCO:  Lt, please join me on the Repulse.

XO_Williams:
CO: Senior crew should be ready for the transfer, do you want me to take the Huron in or acompany you to the repulse?

CNS_Varesh:
::Self: It goes against all my training...:: Dvari: I'm sorry. ::goes past the public mind and reads her thoughts.::

FCO_O`Guinn:
CO: Aye ma'am. ::stands up turning over FC::

CTO_Ayidee:
CMO: We've been called to transfer ships, can your staff keep me informed?

CO_Adamson:
::taps her combadge.::  Transporter Chief:  Lock onto myself and Lt O'Guinn and transfer us to the Repulse.

ACMO_Thoren:
::nods her head:: CTO: Yes.

CO_Adamson:
XO:  George take care of her please.  ::Smiles::


ACTION: Adamson and O'Guinn are beamed aboard the Repulse

FCO_O`Guinn:
::materializes on the Repulse::

CO_Adamson:
@::materializes on the Repulse.::

OPS-O`Guinn:
::watches as the CO appears...grins seeing Patrick:: CO: Ma'am. ::stands at attention::

ACMO_Thoren:
::checks the readings again::

XO_Williams:
*ALL* Belay that last order,

CO_Adamson:
@OPS:  At ease Lt.

XO_Williams:
OPS/CEO: Lets go get our Warp Caore.

CO_Adamson:
@OPS:  Now you had some news on Cmdr Richmond ?

CTO_Ayidee:
::Returns to Bridge.::  XO: Not that I mind, but where did that ship come from?

CNS_Varesh:
::leaves sickbay, and goes to Dvari's quarters::

XO_Williams:
CTO: Lt O'guinn seemed to be in ahurry to see her husband.

CNS_Varesh:
Self: If she apologised, and said something about her pockets... she has to be here somewhere.

CEO_Woo:
XO: Yes, sir... Engineering is prepared to reinstall the warp core...

OPS-O`Guinn:
@::stands at ease:: CO: Ma'am we have an idea of where he is...at least that is the information I have been given. It is imperitive that we get there quickly...that is why I suggested transferring the crew here.

CTO_Ayidee:
XO: Ah, now I understand the desire for companionship....::Tries to force a smile.::

CNS_Varesh:
::tries to open Dvari's quarters door:: Computer: Open this door, override Varesh Alpha One.


ACTION: Thoren reads a VERY faint heartbeat

CO_Adamson:
@::Slowly nods.::  OPS: Understood.   FCO:  Patrick can you see to that please.  OPS:  May I see this information ?

FCO_O`Guinn:
@CO: Aye ma'am.

XO_Williams:
CTO: Whatever her motives the CO has beamed over there, we are ordered to take the Huron back to base.

Randi:
::is deeply asleep on the floor::

ACMO_Thoren:
::smiles a little::

Computer:
CNS: Request denied.

OPS-O`Guinn:
@CO: Aye ma'am. ::hands her a padd:: As you can see there are rumors of neo-maquis activity in the Ryallah system. It is one of the leaders that has a connection to the Commanders past.

CTO_Ayidee:
::Grips the Tactical Console very tightly, monitoring progress.  Keeps an eye on Melhet, expecting more "company".::

CNS_Varesh:
Computer: Site to site transport. Beam me inside Dvari Richmond's quarters.

ACMO_Thoren:
::checks to see what the childs life signs are if any::

CO_Adamson:
@::takes the PADD and begins reading.:: OPS:  Do these neo Maquis have cloning capabilities ?

OPS-O`Guinn:
@CO: Cloning techniques? I'm not sure ma'am.

Computer:
CNS: All transporter function are encoded. Request denied.

FCO_O`Guinn:
COM: XO: Sir Captain Adamson wants the crew transfer to the Repulse.

OPS-O`Guinn:
@CO: You know how rumors go ma'am.

XO_Williams:
Self: Can she make up her mind

XO_Williams:
COM:FCO: Aye

SO_Shiar:
:: starts trying to repair shields::

CNS_Varesh:
*Bridge*: Varesh to the bridge. I need to open Dvari's door, and I'm getting denied access.
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